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V. CONCLUSION 

During communication between chips inside an IoT 
hardware device, an attacker can detect data through a probing 
attack that analyzes the communication. To prevent such an 
attack, a method to protect sensitive data or data such as key 
commands are required during internal data communication. 
Herein, we proposed a countermeasure mechanism for side-
channel attacks as an attack that can occur in IoT devices. 
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Abstract—This paper presents the testing and evaluation of a 
simulator for the operational control of a creative 3D assembly. 
We model the 3D assembly as a moving agent, which generates a 
sequence of actions according to graphical programming block 
scripts previously defined at any given domain. To guide or 
control the operation of the 3D assembly, we accumulate crisp if-
then rules into the knowledge base, and we also provide a fuzzy 
control system which consists of a set of fuzzy variables, 
membership functions for fuzzy variables, and a set of rules 
specifying the relationship between fuzzy input and output 
variables. We develop an interpreter that generates standard 
XML scripts from graphical programming blocks, which can 
then be converted to a C# object. The simulator that we 
implement processes both crisp logical rules to determine an 
exact action at a discrete condition and fuzzy logical rules to 
control the fuzzy actions of the 3D assembly given continuous 
input values of a situation. We experiment with our simulator and 
a variety of graphical programming blocks to test and evaluate 
the operational control of the creative and movable 3D assembly 
in simulated settings. In the experiment, the assessment includes 
(1) the definition of three types of motion, control, and data 
blocks, (2) the generation of XML scripts, and (3) the execution of 
both crisp and fuzzy logical rules, respectively. 

Keywords—testing operational control; crisp and fuzzy logical 
rules; graphical programming blocks; creative 3D assembly 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In an interdisciplinary and applied educational environment 

pursued by our research project, students from elementary 
school to high school can build creative assemblies with 3D 
bricks in their own way, and they can also endow the autonomy 
to the assemblies to properly act in the given situation at hand. 
We provide the users with graphical programming blocks, 
which follow SNAP! [1], to define a set of possible actions. We 
need to translate the graphical programming blocks into the 
form of scripts, such as XML, which can then be interpreted in 
various programming applications. Whenever any condition in 
the scripts is satisfied with input value, the resulting action 
determined using either a crisp logical rule or a fuzzy logical 
rule should be executed for the operational control of a 3D 
assembly.  

 In this paper, we design and implement a simulator for the 
operational control of a creative 3D assembly. The simulator 
shows the creative 3D assembly’s behavior that maps any given 

percept sequence to an action. We model the creative 3D 
assembly as a moving agent, which generates a sequence of 
actions according to the scripts previously defined at any given 
domain. To guide or control the operation of the creative 3D 
assembly, we accumulate crisp logical rules represented as if-
then rules into the knowledge base [2], and construct various 
knowledge bases for a series of 3D assemblies in discrete 
settings. We also provide a fuzzy control system [3-8], which 
consists of a set of fuzzy variables, their membership functions, 
and a set of rules specifying the relationship between fuzzy 
input and output variables. Our fuzzy control system deals with 
vague linguistic adverbs such as ‘near,’ ‘close to,’ ‘very,’ 
‘slightly,’ and so on, representing ambiguity in continuous 
input and output variables. Thus, our simulator processes both 
crisp logical rules and fuzzy logical rules for the operational 
control of creative 3D assembly. 

The paper is organized as follows:  in the following section, 
we design the overall architecture of our system, which defines 
a set of actions using graphical blocks, translates the 
programming blocks into the script in the format of XML, and 
decide actions given discrete and continuous input conditions 
using crisp and fuzzy logical rules. In Section III, we describe 
three kinds of programming blocks, which consist of variable 
blocks, motion blocks, and control blocks. We further 
implement our simulator and, in Section IV, experiment with 
the moving agent based upon graphical programming blocks to 
test the soundness of both logical rules. In the concluding 
section, we summarize the testing and evaluation of our 
simulator and discuss further research issues. 

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF SIMULATOR 
In our research project, we are focusing on the real world 

applications of creative and challenging problem solving. For 
this purpose, students utilize 3D bricks to build movable 
creative assemblies. Before the students are working on real 
assemblies, they plan to define a set of actions for the complete 
creative assembly, and try to test its operational correctness. In 
this paper, we provide students with a visual programming 
language to define the actions of the assemblies, and also a 
simulated testbed to verify their behaviors given a situation at 
hand. The overall flow of our system for the operational control 
of creative 3D assemblies is shown in Fig. 1. 


